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humble work of mine to emerge into the light for what it is worth.PrefaceThere is a difference of

opinion regarding Valmiki’s Uttarakanda. Many scholars declare it as a later addition of a

different poet, based on style. In the composition of Tulasidas also, quite a few short stories

having a moral to convey, have been introduced as interpolations independent of the

mainstream of the epic. Verdicts regarding this canto are critically poised on a balance of

uncertainty.The canto starts with a complete delineation of the ancestral history from Ravana

usurping the ownership of Lanka from his step-brother, Kubera, to his death in the hands of

Rama. Even as a child, Kekasi, his mother, provoked his jealousy over Kubera’s prosperity.

That was the beginning of his crazy determination to win universal supremacy. He took an oath

to accomplish his ambition to please his mother.This Kanda mostly deals with post-war

happenings. Vashishtha performed the coronation of Rama on his return from exile. There was

a very happy reunion of the entire royal family. The country flourished in untold prosperity and

time went by smoothly under the efficient rule of Rama, the monarch.All at once, a terrible

shock came over Rama like a hurricane. On the insistence of the king to know the public

opinion of his administration and sundry matters of importance, a spy returned with a



comprehensive survey report. By force, he had to spill out the public scandal about Sita’s

virtuous character after her isolated stay under Ravana, the notorious womaniser. At the end of

a torturing mental struggle, Rama hardened his mind and heart to renounce his dear wife.A

little while earlier, he had promised Sita to fulfil her desire to spend a few days with the rishi

wives, enjoying their company in the calm environment of the hermitage. Since Sita had

conceived, Rama found it a convenient excuse to send her to Valmiki’s hermitage under the

pretext of satisfying a pregnant woman’s cherished wish. With a broken heart, he instructed

Lakshmana to leave her in the vicinity of Valmiki’s holy cottage.She stayed there under the

sage’s custody, taken utmost care of by the ladies living in the cluster of hermitages. Soon, she

gave birth to the twins whom Valmiki named Lava and Kusha. The sage brought them up with

great care and love. They grew under the tutelage of the sage who taught them to recite

melodiously the verses of his poetic composition of the Ramayana.It was a chance occasion

when Bharata heard their song of Ramayana, set to fine rhythm. Highly impressed, he

presented the boys at the royal court for Rama to hear his own life story sung beautifully by the

hermit boys with musical intonations. When they identified themselves as Valmiki’s disciples,

the sage was reverentially invited by the king. Valmiki introduced them as sons of Sita and

vouched for her fidelity and virtuosity by the power of his spiritual wisdom. But Rama wanted

Sits herself to prove the purity of her character before the audience of the court.Sita with tears

streaming down her eyes and her head hung in sorrow entered Rama’s court. She piteously

appealed to Mother Earth, “O, my mother! If you believe that I am unpolluted and bear a

virtuous character, take me back with a clear heart to prove my chastity to the world.” Instantly

the earth had a huge opening and a grand throne emerged on which Sita was seated. Then, it

gracefully moved down carrying Sita along, with the cavity closing behind.In the meanwhile,

Brahma recalled Rama to his realm, if he wished, to resume his earlier activities in

Vaikuntham. However, the aggrieved Rama had to live in the world to discharge his outstanding

responsibilities. The four brothers had a couple of sons each. Rama made sure that there was

equitable distribution of the kingdom and the princes were stably settled. Having established

righteousness in the world, the most important moral task of his incarnation as Rama, he

prepared to return to his abode. The citizens, reluctant to forsake their Lord, joined him with his

consent to be in Vaikuntham, eternally being at his feet in his service.Valmiki Ramayanam :

UttarakandamChapter 1. The lineage of RavanaRama welcomed an assemblage of great

ascetics who had arrived at his kingdom to congratulate his victory over Ravana. Rama

worshipped their feet, consecrated a cow to each of them and offered gorgeous deer skin

seats, embroidered with gold.Mightily pleased with the honour extended to them, they said it

was his good fortune that he vanquished the foes forever. They said, “We appreciate your reign

is prosperous with Sita, your mothers and brothers. It would not have been difficult to slay

Ravana but your commendable victory over Indrajit, the formidable foe of one and all. Wielding

mighty illusory power, he remained invincible. You are sure to rise to great heights for

conferring on us, the freedom from fear.”Rama was wonder-struck by their admiration for

Indrait’s valour, superseding the other stalwart night rangers, including his father, Ravana.

Curious to know about his extraordinary prowess, strength and might, Rama requested them to

unfurl the secret.In reply, the most energetic Kumbhayoni took the initiative to speak first. “In

appreciation of Indrajit's might and valour, I am obliged to trace the history of his race which

will clarify your queries with proper understanding. In the Krita Yuga, a Brahmarshi lived by the

name Pulastya. Nothing more was known about his birth except that he was the son of

Prajapati and no less eminent than his father. His extraordinary character, righteousness and

magnanimity made him the favourite of the gods.“To carry out certain religious rites and



austerities, he took residence in the ashrama of Rajarshi Tinavindu, near mount Meru. The

peace was disturbed by the constant singing and dancing of the daughters of sages, pannagas

and rajarshis as well as the apsaras. The enchanting environment through all seasons tempted

the innocent damsels to sport there with no intention to disrupt the daily religious routine of

Pulastya. The loud noise got on his nerves, forcing the anchorite to spell out a curse in fury,

'Whoever trespasses within the periphery of my holy sanctuary will conceive.' Thereafter, the

scared girls ceased to go to their favourite haunt.“The daughter of Trinavindu entered the

place, unaware of the newly imposed prohibition. She went looking for her friends, surprised at

their absence. She found the environment surcharged with Vedic recitals in an aura of stern

asceticism. Noticing the signs of pregnancy develop suddenly in her body, she went pale in

fear. Perplexed with anxiety and ignorant of how she had landed with the serious problem, she

hastened to her father. On being questioned, she joined her hands and pleaded innocence,

'Truly, I do not know the cause of my present condition. I realized I was in trouble, the moment I

entered the holy asylum of Pulastya, to play with my friends as usual. In desperation, I have

rushed to you.'“By the effulgence of his ascetic power, he discovered his daughter as a victim

of the mighty sage's curse. He took his daughter to Pulastya and entreated, 'O mighty sage! I

offer this daughter of mine to you as alms. You can trust her sincere attendance on you as you

are fatigued due to a rigid spiritual life. Giving his daughter in marriage to the sage, the father

returned happily. The virtuous girl gratified her husband by her devoted service.“Impressed by

her dedication and worthy character, the exalted One blessed her, 'I confer on you a son who

will take after you. Celebrated as Paulastya, he will perpetuate both our lineages. At the time of

conception, you heard the Vedas recited by me. So, he will be named Vishravas. Very soon,

the noble girl brought forth her son Vishravas. As foretold by the Brahmarshi, he was famous in

the three worlds by his impartial disposition. Possessed of ascetic powers as his father, he

became well versed in the Vedas and was ever engaged in the observance of vows.“Vishravas

of a truthful, disciplined character was very studious. The unpolluted soul with his senses under

control was averse to the mundane pleasures of life. An ascetic Bharavaja took a great liking

for the youth and decided on his marriage with his daughter, Devavarnini. He begot a son by

her. His grandfather, observing his inclination to promote the prosperity of the people, thought

he would be the lord of riches. In consultation with the Devarshis, he named him Vaishravana

after his resemblance with the father Vishravas.“Vaishravana repaired to the forest and

imposed severe restrictions and self-control in the practice of rigorous penance for a thousand

years. He increased his power by leaps and bounds, like the sacrificial fire rising high with the

pouring of the oblations into it. He aimed to achieve a perfectly righteous and virtuous life. For

the next successive thousand years, he lived on water and air. Finally, he existed in a state of

vacuum, giving up every means of sustenance.“Brahma appeared to grant Vaishravana, a

boon of his choice, in recognition of his will power to withdraw from the external means of

existence. He expressed his desire to be blessed with the power of maintaining the welfare and

protection of all and sundry in the world, without exception. Brahma gladly acceded to his

request, as he said, 'I had been contemplating to create a fourth protector of living beings in

addition to the three Indra, Varuna and Yama. I find you worthy of the distinction. I will provide

the aerial vehicle Pushpaka, having the splendour of the sun to place you at par with the

celestial deities. ( He is generally referred to as Kubera.) With these words, Brahma

disappeared.“Vaishravana informed his father, 'the universal father Brahma has granted my

wish but he has not sanctioned an abode for me to reside. Kindly suggest a secluded place of

residence, inaccessible to anyone.' Vishravas had an ideal place to suit the nature of his son

and said, 'On the southern shore of the ocean, there is a mountain known as Trikoota. At its



peak, Vishvakarma, the divine architect, has built an exceptionally beautiful city in Lanka, vying

with the excellence of Amaravati, the capital of Indra. It was built with a fort of gold walls and a

deep moat besides being girdled by the sea as its natural moat.The extraordinary feature of

this city is that everything there is mechanized and contains a load of weapons. The rakshasas

abandoned the coveted place to go to the nether region, in the fear of Vishnu. The land is

deserted without inhabitants. You can live there undisturbed in peace.'“On the bidding of his

father, the virtuous soul departed to Lanka, having the sea as its entrenchment. He took along

thousands of delighted rakshasas. In no time, the land swayed in prosperity under his reign.”In

his eagerness to know the origin of the rakshasas, Rama asked Agastya, “Revered Lord! I am

astonished to hear the rakshasas are the first occupants of Lanka. I only knew them as the

descendants of Pulastya but now, they seem to have belonged to a different and earlier

ancestry. Were they more powerful than the race of Ravana? Was their progenitor of terrible

strength? How was Vishnu the cause of fear for them to flee from Lanka?”Agastya dispelled

the confusion of Rama, “Brahma wanted to protect the primaeval waters from which he

emerged as the lotus born. He created living beings who demanded sustenance to satiate their

ravenous hunger and thirst on receiving his order, “Carefully guard the waters.” Willing to serve

him, they conveyed their acceptance in a faltering speech. One group said

'Yakshamaha' (meaning we will protect) and the others replied, 'Rakshamaha' (indicating we

will protect). Taking note of their reply, the creator categorised them as Yakshas and

Rakshasas.“Thus, these two classifications of living beings came into existence. Two brothers,

Heti and Praheti, became the lords of the rakshasas to repress the foes. The righteous Praheti,

devoted to penance, went to the woods. Heti, in search of a wife, married Bhaya, the sister of

Kala and begot a son Vidyutkesha, having the splendour of the sun. Blossoming like a lotus in

water, he grew into a handsome youth. He was wedded to the daughter of Sandhya and their

happy marital life was similar to that of Maghavan and Puloma's daughter.“She was soon with

child and a son was born to her at Mandara. In the fascination of resuming her amorous play

with her husband, she abandoned the infant. The feeble cry of the deserted orphan, sucking

his fist was heard by Parvati and Shiva, while they chanced to travel through the sky on the

bull.“Influenced by the compassionate Parvati, Shiva blessed the rakshasa infant to attain the

age of his mother instantly and remain immortal. He was also granted the power to range

through the sky. As for Parvati, she was extraordinarily generous to his entire species of

rakshasis. She blessed them with the child who would grow up to his mother's age, all in the

span of a single day.“This rakshasa, later known as Sukesha, was mightily happy to be

rewarded by Hara and busied himself on his aerial journeys. A virtuous Gandhara, pleased

with Sukesha's righteousness, bestowed his pretty daughter, Devavati, on him, as though

gifting the goddess of fortune. By her, the rakshasa had three sons, Malyavan, Sumali and

Mali, resembling the three fires. Knowing their father to have obtained boons through penance,

the youths went to Meru to lead an austere life. Their rare penances afflicted the three worlds

of gods, asuras and human beings.“To save the worlds, Brahma appeared to offer them a

reward. Intuitively aware of the purpose of his visit, they expressed their desire, 'Lord! Grant us

to be ever united, invincible, immortal possessing the power to slay our enemies.' The boon

made the night rangers intrepid. With none to look for deliverance, the celestial beings, as well

as the asuras, were caught in the clutches of the rakshasas who enjoyed the liberty to torture

them.“The delirious rakshasas requested the divine architect Vishvakarma to construct a

mansion for them, magnificent as that of Maheshvara. He said, 'In the far south there is a

mountain Trikoota constituted of three peaks. At the top of the lofty central peak Suvela, I have

built a city in an area of thirty yojanas in width and a hundred yojanas in length, by the order of



Indra. It is a model of my architectural expertise Called Lanka, You can reside there, protected

by walls and gates of gold, free from the pestering fowls in the air. Inaccessible to external

aggression, it will be conveniently well equipped to destroy any attempt of attack.'“The three

brothers settled down in the citadel of Lanka with the following of many rakshasas. A

Gandharvi, named Narmada, chose to get her daughters married to these rakshasas. They

were lustrous as Sri, Hri and Kirti. Sundari was Malyavan's wife. She gave birth to Durmukha,

Unmatta, Matta, Viroopaksha, Vajramushthi, Suptaghna, Yajnakopa and a lovely daughter

Anala. The spouse of Sumali, Kantimati, bore Prahasta, Anukampa, Vikata, Kalakarmukha,

Dhoomraksha, Danda, Suparsva, Praghasa, Sanhradi, Bhasakarna and Raka as sons.

Pushpotkata, Keikasi and Kumbheenasi were the daughters. Vasudha, Mali's wife begot Anila,

Anala, Hara and Sampati who later became the ministers of Vibheeshana.“The fathers and his

sons exerted immeasurable prowess to harm everybody within reach. Ranging the world

unhindered, their main occupation was to foil the yagas of sages. The afflicted found their

abodes no longer remained a peaceful shelter and appealed to Shiva, 'Lord! Terrorized by the

insolent sons of Sukesha, we have been chased from our ethereal dwellings. They are sporting

there as immortals, besides designating themselves as Vishnu, Indra, Varuna, Yama and all

other supreme celestial powers. With the hope of eternal liberation from harassment, we

request you to assume your fierce form to remove the thorns constantly pricking the gods.'“In

due consideration to Sukesha, Shiva expressed his inability to destroy the demons. However,

he had a ready reckoning alternative. He said, 'Surrender at the feet of the Revered Lord with

the conch and disc to submit the treacherous harassment of the rakshasas. He is sure to slay

them.'“Hailing victory to Shiva, they placed their petition at the feet of Vishnu. In a trembling

voice, they spoke, 'The three invulnerable sons of Sukesha have utilized the power of their

boon to take possession of our residences by force. They are relentlessly attacking us from the

city of Lanka situated on the impenetrable peak of mount Trikoota. Oh, destroyer of Madhu! We

seek your asylum to rescue us from these oppressors and offer their heads severed by your

disc as lotuses to Yama.' Vishnu cheered them with the assurance of vanquishing the

rakshasas, lacking the dignity to conduct themselves with propriety.“Malyavan rushed to

appraise his brothers of the hot conspiracy brewing in the celestial region as he had overheard

the entire desperate conversation of the gods. Malyavan warned his associates, 'We are now in

a precarious situation as the supreme Lord had promised to extend his unfailing help.

Acquainted with his past feats, we cannot take the present signal of danger lightly. Let us put

our heads together for a constructive defence.'“Confident of the efficacy of the powerful boon,

Mali and Sumali turned a deaf ear. They declared the strength of their penances and

austerities would disable Narayana from touching even their hair. Moreover, they saw no

reason why Vishnu should annihilate the rakshasa race, without any provocation for animosity.

They suspected the wicked gods to have clouded Vishnu's mind by poisoning Narayana’s

attitude towards the rakshasas. They ordered their forces to prepare for an immediate

revengeful assault on the gods.“Garuda himself took charge of the initial attack. The wind of his

flapping wings struck them. The powerful lashing of the tail scattered their weapons. The

calamitous situation appeared as though the summit of mountains were tossed about along

with the rugged rocks. It took quite some time for the rakshasas to come clear of the attacking

divine bird, the vehicle of Narayana.“Enclosing the Lord from all sides, the rakshasas fired

thousands of sharp weapons smeared with their flesh and blood. The shafts, speeding with the

velocity of wind, fell on Hari like locusts thronging a field, the moths swarming over a flame,

flies around a pot of honey and a massive crowd of crocodiles in the ocean. Momentarily,

Vishnu experienced an apparent staggering like Brahmanas struggling to learn the procedure



of regularized breathing during the initial practice of pranayama.“The invincible Lord patiently

tolerated the attack but soon beheaded thousands of the rakshasas with his bow Sharnga. The

sound of the conch Panchajanya caused the hearts of the enemies to quake in fright. They

rolled from the chariots as the confused horses became very restive. The flowing rut from the

temples of the elephants abruptly dried up. Blood streamed down the bodies of the rakshasas

by the impact of the discus. The incapacitated demons bolted to Lanka in terrible

agitation.“Sumali persisted with the battle. His arrows enveloped Hari like the mist around the

sun. To revive the fortitude of his army, the insolent rakshasa sent out a tremendous roar in the

pride of cornering the antagonist. Vishnu chopped the head of the charioteer which bewildered

the well-organized steeds into absolute disarray. All of a sudden, Sumali went into a paralysing

daze, caused by the horses going berserk without direction. Next, Mali took command of the

desperate situation. Keeping his poise, Vishnu promptly retaliated the volley of shafts from the

enemy. Besides the ripping of the weapons and the collapse of the horses, the crown of the

rakshasa also came crashing down.“Yet, he could not condescend to accept defeat. He

pounced on the king of birds like a lion leaping from a cliff edge and landed the mace heavily

on his forehead. Writhing in pain, Garuda shifted the Lord away from the fighting arena that

brought cheer to the foes. Unperturbed, the enraged Hari hurled his disc on Mali. Resembling

the wheel of Kala (time of death), the disc, spreading its radiance in heaven, subjected Mali to

suffer the same plight as Rahu by disengaging the head from his body. Many rakshasas, with

severed heads, necks and chests, dropped from the sky into the depths of the ocean. Sumali

and Malyavan found themselves devastated at the fall of Mali. With the remaining forces, they

hastened a retreat to Lanka.“Enraged by the massacre of his retreating army, Malyavan

returned for another bout with Vishnu, like the receding waves of ocean water lashing the

shore again with greater vigour. His eyes red and his brows twitching in anger, he addressed

Vishnu, 'Padmanabha (an epithet meaning one with the lotus in the navel)! You are ignorant of

the ancient ethical policy of the Kshatriya warfare. You continue to slay us, disinclined to

expose your fear. Do you expect to attain heaven, the abode of the heroes of meritorious deeds

by flogging a dead horse?“'You do not seem to withdraw from the battle. I am here before you,

courageous to witness your valour.' Vishnu replied, 'I have vowed to the gods to relieve them

from the mortal fear of the rakshasas. I want to uproot you because working for the welfare of

the gods is dearer to me than my life. I will not spare you even if you hide in the patala.’“As the

Lord was speaking, Malyavan hit the Lord’s chest like lightning, by the weapon shakti. Vishnu

retrieved the same arrow from his chest and returned the compliment, as effective as the

clapping thunder on the mountain peak. The arrow descended on the chest of Malyavan,

immovable as a hill. He got over the stunning condition and bounced back to box Vishnu, who

stepped back to the length of a bow. To add to the glee of applauding rakshasas, Garuda was

also attacked. Suparna swung the wings to blow away the opponents as dried leaves.“Deprived

of all resistance, Malyavan returned to Lanka downcast, bearing the shame of defeat. The

rakshasas, licking their wounded pride, would not surrender their false prestige, so easily. Yet

they were compelled to escape the most invulnerable assailant, Vishnu. Under the leadership

of Sumali, they went into hiding in the nether land, along with their families. Depressed in

terrible remorse, as a face-saving measure, they determined never to return to Lanka and thus

avoided public exposure on earth. Thereafter, these rakshasas, initially led by the three

brothers, especially by Sumali, went by the name Paulastya, the descendants of the race of

Pulastya.“Thus, when righteousness is under threat of decay, the Universal protector makes

his appearance,” Agastya concluded the origin of the rakshasas. With the evacuation of Lanka

by the rakshasas, Kubera came to reside in that city of splendour and grandeur.Chapter 2.



Birth of RavanaAgastya moved on to the birth of Ravana and how he and his sons became the

wielders of supreme power. “Sumali remained subdued for some time and then rose from the

Netherlands to wander around the earth. While he was coursing along, he happened to see

Kubera on his Pushpaka, journeying to visit his father Vishravas, the son of Pulastya. He was

amazed to find the radiance of an immortal on the countenance of Kubera. Sumali returned to

his abode, engrossed in deep thought to hatch a plan for the betterment of the economic

status and the physical power of the rakshasas.“For the execution of the wonderful mastermind

idea, he sought the assistance of his pretty daughter. He said, 'My dear child, you are now of

marriageable age but disappointingly there is not a single suitor coming forward to seek your

hand. As a father, I am weighed with the responsibility to get you married, well before you go

past your youth.“'Desirous of acquiring religious merit, I am striving to do the utmost for the

best of your welfare. Moreover, uncertainty clouds the family of the parents, as to how their

daughter will be received as a member of the family. At the same time, the husband's relatives

are apprehensive of her behavioural pattern to adjust to the new unknown environment with

them.“’To avoid any kind of mental confusion, I suggest that you make the choice of your

partner on your own accord. Vishravas, son of Pulastya, the foremost ascetic in the line of

Prajapatis, will make an ideal husband for you. You will be blessed with sons possessing the

energy of the sun.'“She agreed to honour her reverential father and stood before Vishravas,

who was performing the Agnihotra sacrifice. Not concerned of her untimely visit, she waited for

the ascetic to take notice of her. She shyly directed her eyes to the ground, kicking up the earth

with her big toe. The ascetic was curious to know the details of the pretty girl at his doorstep.

On being questioned, she replied, ‘Lord! The power of your spiritual eminence will reveal the

purpose of my appearing before you. Yet I introduce myself as Kekasi, come to you on my

father's orders. There is no need for me to elaborate any further as you know all about me.’“A

little contemplation revealed her strong desire to have off-springs by him. The Brahmarshi

kindly said, 'I am well acquainted with your intention. Unfortunately, you have come at an

inauspicious hour. I must be truthful to you, that your progeny will be fierce rakshasas,

delighting in cruel deeds and frightful company.'“Thoroughly depressed at the horrifying

revelation, she reverentially pleaded to him, 'I aspire not for sons of ruthless character, fathered

by such an eminent follower of the Vedas, like you.'“The sympathetic sage granted a partial

fulfilment of her desire. He predicted with conviction that her last son would be a righteous

soul.“Within a short period, a hideous looking rakshasa son was born to her, bearing

resemblance to his maternal grandfather Sumali. The infant had a body bearing a peculiar

formation of ten heads with huge faces, twenty arms and large teeth. His complexion was dark

as collyrium, his lips were coppery and flaming hair. At the time of his birth, horrendous omens

appeared, portending evil. His father named him Dashagreeva, on account of his ten

necks.“The next child was Kumbhakarna of frightful countenance. Of disproportionately

gigantic stature, he was bestowed with inconceivable strength. His voracious appetite devoured

great saints and was constantly hunting for prey in the three worlds obsessed with a hunger

that was never satiated. This created great anxiety in the minds of people. He was followed by

a dreadfully ugly female child named Shoorpanakha.“As predicted, the last was the righteous

son Vibheeshana. The sound of kettle drums from the heavenly region received his birth with a

hearty welcome. He grew up leading a disciplined and restrained life, engrossed in the devoted

study of the Vedas and holy scriptures.“Over time, Kekasi came to live in a forest with her sons

Dashagreeva and Kumbhakarna. She observed Kubera visiting his father on his aerial vehicle

Pushpaka. His affluence aroused her to get into a hot temper and she asked her eldest son,

‘How do you feel about your despicable plight in contrast to the effulgent prosperity of your



stepbrother, Vaishravana? I bid you strive hard to equal him in status.’“Thus his mother evoked

deep-rooted jealousy in Dashanana to oust Kubera. He vowed to his mother, “Accept my words

as my oath today. I will not only rise to his position but also excel him. Your heart will never be

torn with sorrow.”“Resolving to practise penance for the accomplishment of the utmost difficult

deeds, he reached the sacred resort of Gokarna in the company of his brothers. His earnest

austerities gratified the universal father Brahma to crown him with boons.”Impressed by Rama's

curiosity to know more about the austerities of the brothers, Agastya first credited

Kumbhakarna. “He adhered to the strict moral codes of righteousness. He had scheduled a

programme to follow a full ten thousand years without the minutest of deviation. In summer, he

scorched his body surrounded by burning fires in the four directions with the blazing sun over

his head as the fifth. The rainy season drenched him to his bones but he never gave up his

heroic stance. He stood underwater in the cold winter. He was determined in the path of

honesty, unmindful of the severe strain on the endurance of his body.“Vibheeshana the

virtuous and pure in spirit, stood on one leg for five thousand years. At the end of this arduous

tenure, flowers showered from heaven, the deities sang in his praise with apsaras dancing

around. For another five thousand years, he remained with one hand raised and his eyes

directed to the sun. Simultaneously, he concentrated on mastering the Vedas.“Dashagreeva

went to the extreme of offering one head after every thousand years of penance. Thus nine

times a thousand years went by and when it was to be the sacrifice of his tenth, Brahma

arrived with the other deities and said, 'Dashagreeva! You have earned my immense pleasure.

Your efforts cannot go in vain. Instantly, express your wish for a boon.'“Over-ambitious

Dashagreeva opted for immortality because there is no worst enemy other than death that

subjects all living beings to insurmountable fear. Brahma eliminated the option as it was not

feasible for the rakshasa to be immortal. The choice was to be granted immunity against birds,

animals, serpents, Yakshas, Daityas, Danava, Rakshasas and the deities. But for these, he had

no fear from any conceivable living creature. In particular, he expressed his contempt for

human beings as he treated them as insignificant as straw.“Brahma proclaimed, 'Oh, foremost

of the rakshasas! Whatever you have asked will come to pass. Your nine heads you have

sacrificed to fire will be replaced and you will enjoy the freedom to assume any form at

will.'“Brahma also gave Vibheeshana to select the boon because of his mighty pleasure over

his intelligent attitude towards righteous conduct, without the least distraction. Vibheeshana

humbly replied, 'With the spiritual preceptor by me, I see nothing worthy of gratification through

a boon. If you so insist on bestowing your benevolence on me, you may hear my desire. May

my mind remain attached to righteousness even on the verge of the greatest of perils. Without

initiation, may I imbibe the knowledge of Brahman. At no point of time should my senses fail to

coordinate in unison with virtue. I must be able to practise the prescribed religion, suited to

harmonize with every specific stage of my life. O, Lord! My entreaties should be accomplished

through a perfectly pure life.'“Brahma was happy to grant his wishes. He further conferred on

him immortality for his sinless thoughts, though a rakshasa by birth.“The extreme severity of

austerity made Kumbhakarna eligible for a boon. The deities rebelled against the grant of any

boon to him. They were sure of mass destruction of all the worlds if awarded the exclusive

power when he could harm so many saints with his inborn strength alone. They presented a

petition to Brahma to stupefy him with his immeasurable ability. Goddess Sarasvati, standing

by his side, also made known her anxiety. Brahma addressed her, 'Vani! Being the goddess of

speech, trick the rakshasa to favour the agitated deities.'“Agreeing to carry out the request, she

placed herself on the tongue of the demon, taking command over his speech. As his wish,

Kumbhakarna asked for countless years of sleep which was readily granted. With the



departure of both Brahma and Sarasvati, the demon was shaken, as though, from a daze. He

was dejected to realize the great blunder he had committed. He knew it to be the foul game of

the deities assembled there. The three brothers moved into the woods to live in

peace.“Relieved of fear with the newly acquired power of his grandsons, Sumali picked up

immense courage to emerge from the Netherlands. He approached Dashagreeva to sell his

wicked idea and explained, 'In the past, we were forced to desert our coveted possession of

Lanka. We went into hiding for fear of Vishnu. He no longer poses any threat to us as you have

received the best of boons from the foremost deity Brahma. Our long-cherished dream to wield

invincible power is now a reality.“'Our land Lanka, at present, inhabited by your stepbrother

Kubera, the lord of riches, must be procured by us through conciliatory means, charity or by

the display of valour (Sama, Dana or Bheda). The rakshasas will be eternally beholden to you

for redeeming the sinking clan.' The ten-headed demon dodged his grandfather with a

diplomatic reply, 'Kubera is superior to us. We should not entertain such feelings towards

him.'“Silence prevailed for quite a considerable interval, Prahasta was back to the king with a

different tactic. He began in an attacking tone, 'It was incorrect on your part to have treated our

advice with indifference. Indeed, your idealistic outlook, due to inexperience in matters of polity,

needs to be refurbished with practical knowledge.“’Register one fact in your mind. Heroes do

not nurture cordiality with the siblings with brotherly feelings. I will clear the cloud of

misconception by narrating a true story. There were two very affectionate sisters Aditi and Diti.

Both were married to the great ascetic Kashyapa. Fortunately, Aditi was blessed to bear gods

while Diti begot daityas. Girdled by the ocean, the earth with the mountains belonged to the

daityas. Vishnu vanquished them in a battle and made it over to the deities. Thus you see that

sibling rivalry has been existent even between gods and asuras and you will not be setting a

precedent. Without any further vacillation, accept my advice to emulate the actions of the gods

and asuras.'“Dashagreeva gave a moment’s thought to gladly agree to the proposal. Prahasta,

happy with the success of his oratory skill, was asked to report to Kubera at Trikoota as an

ambassador. He humbly presented the contended issue, exactly as instructed by

Dashagreeva, 'O king! The city of Lanka was the property of the rakshasas. As a sinless

person of fair judgement, do you not see justice in establishing our regime here? If you return it

to us, we will be immensely happy. At the same time, you too will be satisfied continuing to

tread the path of righteousness.'“Kubera politely offered an amicable solution, 'My father gave

me this city abandoned by the rakshasas, with not a soul living here. Inform Dashagreeva that

Lanka is as much his as mine and I will never be a foe to him. He can share every right on this

land but I will not permit my kingdom and wealth to be partitioned.' But Dashagreeva refused to

compromise.“Kubera went to his father for advice regarding the controversy kicked up by the

rakshasas. Vishravas said to his obedient son, 'Dashagreeva has come to me with this

proposal earlier. I rebuked him severely, giving him a piece of my mind. I told him frankly that

the grant of the boon had gone over his head, rusting his discriminatory powers; he neither had

any regard for Dharma nor reverence for the honourable; the fierce nature was borne by him by

the curse of his father.'“Clearly stating the incorrigible character of Dashagreeva, he advised

Vaishravana to shift to Kailasha with his family. 'Mandakini will be flowing nearby, with beautiful

blooming lotuses, you will enjoy a peaceful life. Do not enter into any kind of friction with that

hostile rakshasa because he holds the boon as his foremost and the strongest defence

weapon.'“Kubera, in obedience to his father, took his family to Kailasha, collecting his wealth

and vehicles. Prahasta returned to his rakshasa chief seated in the company of his councillors

and brothers. He boasted how effortless it was to convince Kubera to surrender Lanka to them.

Dashagreeva made a royal entry into Lanka in grandeur just as the Lord of the celestial beings



ascended heaven. Despite the pomp and show, the crowd of wicked-minded rakshasas gave a

gloomy appearance of dark clouds to the city where Kubera reigned like Purandara in

Amaravati.“Next Dashanana got his sister Shoorpanakha married to Kalakeya Vidyutjihva, the

king of Danavas. It was an accidental meeting of Dashanana with Diti's son Maya and his

daughter in the woods, during hunting. The rakshasa asked him about his identity and the

young lady with him.“Maya narrated his woeful story. 'The gods married me to the well-known

apsara Hema. Our conjugal relationship went on smoothly for a thousand years. Thirteen years

ago, the gods commissioned her on some business. Since then, I have been awaiting her

return, yearning.“'This is my daughter roaming with me in the forest. I am looking for a suitable

groom for her. I have two sons named Dundubhi and Mayavi. That is about all I have to tell you

about myself. I would be pleased to be informed about you?'“Knowing Dashasnana as the son

of Paulastya, he was impressed with his ancestry. He requested him to accept the hand of his

daughter, Mandodari. A fire was lit as a witness to their marriage. By this alliance, Dashanana

received a gift of an exceedingly wonderful dart from Maya, which seriously wounded

Lakshmana, later in the war. Kumbhakarna wedded Vajrajvala, the granddaughter of

Virochana.“Sarama became the wife of Vibheeshana. She was the daughter of the high soul

Shailusha, the ruler of the Gandharvas. Sarama was born on the bank of the Manasa lake

which was, then, inundated due to heavy rains. Hearing the cry of the infant indicating its birth,

the mother was agitated about the flooding lake and kindly pleaded to the lake, 'Sara ma

vardhayasva', meaning 'O, lake do not swell.' If the first two words are construed together as

'Sarama vardhayasva', it would mean the mother, giving the name Sarama to the newborn girl,

blessed her, 'Sarama, may you grow'.“The rakshasas had a happy married life, sporting with

their spouses like the Gandharvas in Nandana garden. Later, a son was born to Mandodari,

popularly known as Indrajit. He was named Meghanada, because, at birth, the terrible roar of

his voice sounded like the thunder of clouds. He was kept in the secluded care of his parents

like the smouldering fire is hidden under the ashen fuel.“The rakshasa king, on the request of

Kumbhakarna, had an edifice constructed of enormous size presenting a beautiful sight' having

the elegance of a sacred cave in the strong Meru mountain. Kumbhakarna lay there in deep

slumber for thousands of years.”Chapter 3. The atrocities of DashananaAgastya continued,

“Dashanana, his reign in Lanka at full swing, went into a riotous spree of destroying the

Gandharvas, Yakshas and Devarshis. Thus, the devastation of heavenly gardens was similar to

the havoc created by an elephant agitating the river water in a playful mood.“Given the

widespread harm, Vaishravana sent a messenger with well-intended advice to his brother in

Lanka. The emissary saw Dashanana in the court flaunting his energy and lustre. He conveyed

the message from Kubera to the stepbrother, 'Enough of your wrong deeds, causing ravages in

Nanadana garden and slaying the sages. It has aroused the wrath of the gods who are

contemplating war against you.“’I advise you for your benefit to mend your ways along the path

of righteousness, though I anticipate only disregard from you. I wish to guide you like a boy

protected from transgressing the basic ethical decorum. Maybe the exposition of my

experience will help register some good sense in your mind.“’Once, I went to the Himalayas,

determined to practise a stern vow, with complete self-restraint. There I chanced to see Shiva

and his consort Uma. No evil motive but sheer curiosity prompted me to turn my left eye to

glance at her. You will not believe me but it is true. My left eye vision became blurred as though

covered by dust when Rudrani of incomparable beauty scorched it by her divine energy.“'I

resorted to another place on the mountain peak with the resolve to observe in absolute silence

yet another mighty vow. After the vow, Maheshvara appeared to express his immense

satisfaction over my success of the most difficult vow I had bravely undertaken. He told me that



in the past, he propagated this arduous and unprecedented penance. He gave me the epithet

of 'ekakshipingala' for being deprived of my left eye. My rare achievement aroused his

eagerness to cultivate my friendship. I consider this privilege as nothing but the transcription of

his benevolence on me.“'Withdraw from all impious actions and refrain from staining the

reputation of your lineage. Save yourself from the jaws of death. As a plan to this effect is

brewing in real earnestness among the deities, I alert you to heed my sincerity of purpose.'
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